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Palm beach Office Market 

The Palm Beach office market enjoyed its 

healthiest performance during 2012 despite 

slowing economic conditions in the second 

half of the year. Although gains were 

modest, demand outpaced supply by the 

largest margin since the onset of the 

recession. Positive year-to-date absorption 

contributed to the decrease in overall 

vacancy by 150 basis points from 23.3% 

posted at the end of 2011. Class B space led 

demand growth, adding 169,000 square feet 

of occupancy, while Class A space trailed 

closely behind, accounting for 158,000 

square feet of positive absorption. The direct 

weighted average asking rate of $27.48/sf 

full service gross was a $0.43/sf loss since 

the end of 2011.  

The Drug Enforcement Agency occupied 

31,487 square feet in West Palm Beach’s CBD 

during the fourth quarter, representing the 

largest contribution to positive absorption. 

Executive suite operators continued to 

expand their footprint as Regus leased 

14,000 square feet in the Arbors Office Park 

while another backfilled 14,000 square feet 

during fourth quarter vacated by Hancock at 

Royal Palm Way in Boca Raton. The 

remainder of transaction activity occurred 

below the 5,000-square-foot range as 

smaller tenants led deal activity. Newmark 

Grubb Knight Frank reported 1.4 million 

square feet leased in 2012 as the majority of 

activity continued to come from companies 

already in the county. 
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Asking Rent and Vacancy 
Year-Over-Year 

Improvement 

Continued  

In 2012 

 

Total Inventory (SF)  25,928,540 

 4Q12 3Q12 4Q11 

Asking Rent (Price/SF) $27.48  $27.79  $27.91  

Vacancy Rate (%) 21.8% 22.2% 23.3% 

Under Construction (SF) 0 0 0 

 4Q12 3Q12 2012 Total 

Net Absorption (SF) 104,181 60,930 372,603 

Deliveries (SF) 0 0 0 

Key Indicators 
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Florida Foreclosure Attorneys 4855 Technology Way Boca Raton 15,716 

Executive Suites Operator 7000 West Palmetto Park Rd. Boca Raton 14,853 

Regus Executive Suites 1615 Congress Ave. Delray Beach 14,000 

BB&T Bank 2001 North Broadway North Palm Beach 7,253 

Frank, Weinberg and Black 1875 NW Corporate Blvd. Boca Raton 6,953 

Tenant Building Submarket Square Feet 

Select Lease Transactions 
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Although no major downsizing or closures 

are projected in the near term, the office 

sector should see vacancy dip below the 

20% mark for the first time since the end of 

2008. Leasing activity should see modest 

growth as economic signals point to a 

recovering residential sector and could 

translate into increased space needs. In 

spite of an uptick in demand, expect flat rent 

performance as the vacancy rate remains 

relatively high. Tenants will retain leverage at 

the negotiation table as landlords continue 

to use concessions to win deals, albeit at 

lower levels than in recent years. Overall, a 

recovery in earnest should stronger 

momentum by early 2014.   

Select Sales Transactions 

1645 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd West Palm Beach Suburban 113,526 $15,423,000 $136 

One South Ocean Plz Boca Raton 46,000 $6,195,340 $135 

701 US Highway 1 N Palm Bch/Palm Bch Gardens 46,000 $5,200,000 $113 

1818 South Australian West Palm Beach Suburban 57,708 $3,400,000 $59 

314 Clematis West Palm Beach CBD 28,923 $3,200,000 $111 

Building Submarket Square Feet Sale Price Price/SF 
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W Palm Beach CBD  2,424,181 0 22.4% 38,756 53,684 $39.88 $23.65  $34.21 

Suburban  23,504,359 0 21.8% 65,425 318,919 $32.26 $24.38  $26.80 

Boca Raton 11,649,223 0 21.0% 27,608 231,211 $33.41 $25.75  $29.32 

Boynton/Lantana 712,398 0 17.0% -2,334 -4,368 NA $22.42  $21.03 

Delray Beach 1,750,549 0 43.2% 25,029 46,088 NA $22.20  $22.19 

Jupiter 596,224 0 15.3% 11,538 51,637 NA $21.80  $21.80 

N Palm Bch/Palm Bch Gardens 3,594,654 0 21.9% 26,061 -38,962 $29.15 $20.77  $24.66 

Palm Beach 822,706 0 11.4% -4,900 5,383 NA $52.53  $51.08 

Palm Springs/Lake Worth 238,131 0 20.0% 2,127 2,177 NA $19.56  $19.56 

Royal Palm Bch/Wellington 304,640 0 10.2% 6,539 15,268 NA $21.20  $18.75 

W Palm Beach Suburban 3,835,834 0 19.3% -26,243 10,485 $31.68 $22.56  $24.02 

Palm Beach 25,928,540 0 21.8% 104,181 372,603 $33.52 $24.34  $27.48 

 Total Under  Total Qtr YTD Class A Class B Total 

 Inventory  Construction  Vacancy  Absorption   Absorption  Asking Rent Asking Rent Asking Rent 
 (SF) (SF) Rate (SF) (SF) (Price/SF) (Price/SF) (Price/SF) 

Submarket Statistics 



Newmark Grubb Knight Frank Research Reports are also available at www.newmarkkf.com/research. 

By using any report or information provided by Newmark Grubb Knight Frank (“Newmark”), the recipient hereby acknowledges and 
agrees that: (a) Newmark makes no express or implied representations or warranties with respect to the information and guarantees 
no particular outcome or result; (b) Newmark does not provide legal advice and does not represent or guarantee that any particular 
course of conduct, strategy, or action suggested by it conforms to any applicable law or regulation; (c) While Newmark has used its 
commercially diligent efforts to verify any underlying assumptions used in the report, some assumptions may not transpire and 
unforeseen events and circumstances may arise which may affect any such projections; (d) Although all information furnished in the 
report are from sources Newmark deems as reliable, such information has not been verified and no express representation is made nor 
is any to be implied as to the accuracy thereof and it is submitted subject to errors, omissions, change of price, rental or other 
conditions; (e) All proprietary information, which may include ideas, concepts, frameworks, know-how, methodologies, analytical 
approaches, databases, business insights, products, software, and descriptions thereof developed by Newmark shall be the property 
of Newmark; the ownership of the report does not include any rights of electronic data processing files, programs or models completed 
for research, unless specifically agreed to in writing by Newmark; (f) Such report shall be used for the sole purpose for which it is 
prepared and no other parties shall be deemed third party beneficiaries of such report; and (g) Any report may not be published, 
resold, distributed or communicated to the public without the prior written consent of Newmark. 
 
™ Newmark and Knight Frank are trademarks of their respective owners. 

Glossary of Terms 

Absorption 
A measure of the change in occupied space 

Availability  
Space marketed for lease regardless of when the space will be available or whether the space is 
vacant or occupied 

Deliveries  
The total RBA of properties added to the inventory once construction has been completed 

Direct Space  
Available space offered for lease by the building owner, landlord, or owner representative 

Leasing Activity  
The volume of leases signed including new leases, direct and sublet leases, extensions and 
renewals, and leases signed in proposed or under construction buildings 

Occupancy  
Any space physically occupied by a tenant, regardless of lease status of the space 

Rentable Building Area (RBA) 
A measurement of the total square feet in a building including the tenant and common areas such as 
the lobby and hallways 

Sublet Space 
Available space offered for lease by a building tenant seeking a subtenant to fulfill the remaining 
lease obligation 

Under Construction 
Buildings under construction are defined by the time the foundation is poured through the time the 
building is certified for occupancy 

Vacancy  
Space not physically occupied by a tenant, regardless of the lease status or availability of the space 

Weighted Average Rent 
The asking dollar amount for the use of available space, weighted by size--the average does not 
include negotiable or unpublished rates and is reported as full service including operating costs 

 

 

Office inventory includes all multi-tenant and single tenant buildings at least 20,000 square feet in 
total rentable building area. Owner occupied buildings are not included in the inventory. 
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